THE   HOMOGENEOUS  LL\TEAB  EQUATION.	6V
?he case of equal roots has been discussed already (§ 45); if
roots be imaginary, say pl and y;a, so that  /       r	,• ,'-
pl = a -f i/3 and p2 = a — i/3,       ;
, the corresponding part of y will be   -/;'
xa [Ai cos (/3 log #) 4- /!,/ ,sin (ft log #)},      l'"' •     •: •" '
arbitrary constants having been changed.	•   .
h\   If the imaginary roots a±i/3 bo repeated r times, the corresponding
of the complementary function will bo
.4 ^ + A / log ^ 4- -'1..,' (1< >g #)2 -f ... + vl / (log .r)r -x j- cow (/3 log a?)      ,/^.," r'r X   £ ,
+ { bi + B± log # + /V (log |V)J4 + ... h- 7V (log a?)*- -1} sin (/31og a?)].
4*8.    The particular integral is the value of
the evaluation may bo effected in two ways, which are really
ivalent save for the difference in operators employed.
If V either be a power or contain as a factor a power of #,
#m, then
In the case when T is a constant, the evaluation is easy. If m
not a root of F (z)-Qt then wo may expand {^(Sr-f m)}"1 in
ending powers of ^> and neglect all but the first term, which is
ependent of ^> and in fact gives
OxtH
The name method (of expansion) will apply when T is a rational
egral algebraical function of logo?; and since
5 expansion cloon not m»ed to bo carried beyond V, where ?& is
3 index of the highest power of log //; in T,
If however m be a root r — 1 times repeated in jP (z) = 0, then
t) . ^ J?*w (OT) 4 7—prj^Cr4"1} (m) + ...
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